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documents. This is due to the capability of fuzzy-set IR approach
to detect duplicated, restructured, reworded and/or paraphrased
plagiarised statements, whereas the fingerprints can match only
for duplicated statements, or with a slight change in the
statement’s structure.
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To evaluate the effectiveness of both approaches with all the 15
query documents, precision and recall were calculated as follows.
Precision = (#plagiarized+#detected)/(#plagiarized)
Recall = (#plagiarized+#detected)/(#detected)
Thus, the nearer precision and recall the better. As demonstrated
in Figure 2, fuzzy precision and recall in fuzzy-set IR technique
are very close with all query documents, whilst precision and
recall in fingerprints matching technique are very close in
duplicate statements in document 1 and 2, somehow close in
restructured statements in documents 3-6, but they are very far in
the cases of reworded statements in the rest of the documents. As
a result, fuzzy-set IR is more accurate in detecting plagiarism than
fingerprints matching.

5. CONCLUSION
Fuzzy-set IR can report plagiarism even in the cases of
restructuring, paraphrasing, restating or rewording the statements.
Consequently, fuzzy-set IR outperforms fingerprints matching in
detecting not only the same but also similar statements wherein
the cheat restates others’ work or ideas but with different words
and in different organisation.
Figure 2: Evaluation of techniques using precision and recall
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Figure 1: Dotplot views of overlapping between documents in cases of duplicated, restructured and reworded plagiarised
statements, using fingerprints matching and fuzzy-set IR techniques
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